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Pearltech UK has produced a highly configurable End-point Assessment system to allow End-
point Assessment Organisations (EPAOs) to manage their assessment caseloads efficiently, whilst 
providing their customers with a simple intuitive and engaging interface.  

All you need...
Pearl epa tracks the entire End-point Assessment process from registration to ESFA notification 
and certification.

 Developed in collaboration with leading EPAOs, specialist and high volume providers to ensure 
that it meets real world requirements

 User specific dashboards highlight calls 
to action and provide business critical 
information

 24/7 access from almost any device

 Intuitive interface requires almost no 
training 

 Powerful configurable reporting tool

 Connect your existing systems to our 
RESTful API to maximise the power of your 
EPA journey

 GDPR compliant with tools to manage data 
requests

Pearl epa 
End-point Assessment system

 Save time and travel costs using the power 
of Zoom video conferencing built right in

 Fully integrated online assessment using 
BTL Surpass

 Our document management system allows 
you to provide a wealth of support materials 
including, links, documents, SCORM training 
content and practice tests

 Fully configurable roles and permissions 
system gives granular control for any user

Registration Gateway Planning Assessment Certification

Registration
 Bulk import and update tools to quickly register and update learners

 Comprehensive support materials

 Contract management

Gateway
 Build customisable gateway specifications with tailored components

 Configurable gateway options capture detailed evidence or simple declarations

 Gateway submission by individual or cohort

 Practice tests and support materials to assist learners

Assessment Planning
 Plan meetings using video conferencing saving time and expense

 Efficient planning interface simplifies and speeds up the planning process 

 Automatically updates everyone involved, on agreed dates and locations even when plans have  
to change

Assessment
 Automatic assessor allocation takes into account competencies, distance and conflict of interest 

 Flexible Assessments schemas can be configured using generic or unique elements

 Assessments supported by integrated video conferencing and e-testing

 Learner progress tracking with issue notification

Certification
 Recognise success with custom achievement awards for each component

 Validated system generated content for submission to ESFA

Accountability
 IQA & EQA functionality to ensure compliance and high standards

 GDPR compliant

 Comprehensive change log tracks all changes in the system, keeping you in control

EPA Process














   


